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TACMJ1     "RELEASE NUMBER"                                      NUM(1.0)

TACMJ2     "YEAR"                                                NUM(4.0)

TACMJ3     "TAS INTERVIEW (ID) NUMBER"                           NUM(5.0)

TACMJ4     "PSID FAMILY IW (ID) NUMBER"                          NUM(5.0)

TACMJ5     "PSID INDIVIDUAL SEQUENCE NUMBER"                     NUM(2.0)

Release Number

Year of TAS Interview

TAS Interview Number

PSID Family Interview (ID) Number

PSID Individual Sequence Number

1

2,019

2,021

1 - 2,595

1 - 9,608

1 - 20

Release number 1, March 2024

Detailed College Major from the 2019 Transition into 
Adulthood file

Detailed College Major from the 2021 Transition into 
Adulthood file

TA interview number

PSID interview number

Individuals in the family at the time of the PSID 
interview

This variable contains values for the TAS interview number for each wave of Detailed 
College Major data. TACMJ2 (Year of Interview) must be used as a subset selector, since TA
interview number values are not unique across waves. If the data are first subset using 
TACMJ2, then the values here are unique within the selected wave and link the Detailed 
College Major data with that wave's single year TAS public level data. For example if one 
wanted to merge records with the 2019 TAS data, first subset TACMJ2=2019 and then TACMJ3 
corresponds to TA190002, the 2019 TAS INTERVIEW (ID) NUMBER.

The values for this variable represent the PSID Family Interview number for the TAS 
individual for a given wave. Records must be subset by wave using TACMJ2 Year of TAS 
interview. For example if one wanted to merge records with the PSID Cross-year Individual 
file, first subset TACMJ2=2019 then TACMJ4 corresponds to ER34701 on the Cross-year 
Individual file. If merging with the 2019 Family file then TACMJ2 corresponds to ER72002.

The values for this variable represent the PSID Sequence number for the TAS Individual for
a given wave. Records must be subset by wave using TACMJ2 Year of TAS interview. Records 
must be subset by wave using TACMJ2 Year of TAS interview. For example if one wanted to 
merge records with with the PSID Cross-year Individual file , first subset TACMJ2=2019 
then TACMJ5 corresponds to ER34702 on the Cross-year Individual file.
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TACMJ6     "G18H 1ST MAJOR AT COLLEGE--COLLEGE #1"                 CHR(7)

TACMJ7     "G18H 2ND MAJOR AT COLLEGE--COLLEGE #1"                 CHR(7)

G18h. What is your major at this college?--FIRST COLLEGE--FIRST MAJOR

G18h. What is your major at this college?--FIRST COLLEGE--SECOND MAJOR

51 - 59

71 - 79

01.0000 - 
60.0602

99.9999

00.0000

01.0000 - 
60.0602

99.9999

Individuals in institutions at the time of the PSID 
interview

Individuals who moved out of the FU or out of 
institutions and established their own households between
waves of PSID interviews

Detailed CIP frame

DK; NA; refused

Inap.: was in college; never attended college or DK, NA, 
or RF whether attended college

Detailed CIP frame

DK; NA; refused

This variable was coded using the Classification of Instructional Programs 
(CIPCode2010.csv) frame downloaded on 7/10/2019 from the National Center for Education 
Statistics page: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=55.

This variable contains the first 2 digits of the more detailed course description which is
formatted XX.XXXX in the detailed frame.

Note: n.e.c. stands for Not Elsewhere Classified.

This variable is suppressed (filled with zeroes) in the public release file to protect the
anonymity of respondents. The data are available in a separate file to qualified users 
under special contractual arrangements with the PSID; for more information, contact us at 
PSIDhelp@umich.edu.

This variable was coded using the Classification of Instructional Programs 
(CIPCode2010.csv) frame downloaded on 7/10/2019 from the National Center for Education 
Statistics page: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=55.

This variable contains the first 2 digits of the more detailed course description which is
formatted XX.XXXX in the detailed frame.

Note: n.e.c. stands for Not Elsewhere Classified.

This variable is suppressed (filled with zeroes) in the public release file to protect the
anonymity of respondents. The data are available in a separate file to qualified users 
under special contractual arrangements with the PSID; for more information, contact us at 
PSIDhelp@umich.edu.
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TACMJ8     "G18X 1ST MAJOR--COLLEGE #1"                            CHR(7)

TACMJ9     "G18X 2ND MAJOR--COLLEGE #1"                            CHR(7)

G18x. What was your (major/area of study) (at this college)?--FIRST COLLEGE--FIRST MAJOR

G18x. What was your (major/area of study) (at this college)?--FIRST COLLEGE--SECOND MAJOR

00.0000

01.0000 - 
60.0602

99.9999

00.0000

01.0000 - 
60.0602

99.9999

00.0000

Inap.: no second major; was in college; never attended 
college or DK, NA, or RF whether attended college

Detailed CIP frame

DK; NA; refused

Inap.: in college; never attended college or DK, NA, or 
RF whether attended college; did not receive Bachelor's, 
Master's or Doctoral degree from this college; DK, NA, or
RF whether received a degree from this college

Detailed CIP frame

DK; NA; refused

Inap.: no second major; in college; never attended 
college or DK, NA, or RF whether attended college; did 
not receive Bachelor's, Master's or Doctoral degree from 
this college; DK, NA, or RF whether received a degree 
from this college

This variable was coded using the Classification of Instructional Programs 
(CIPCode2010.csv) frame downloaded on 7/10/2019 from the National Center for Education 
Statistics page: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=55.

This variable contains the full code for the detailed course description which is 
formatted XX.XXXX.

This variable is suppressed (filled with zeroes) in the public release file to protect the
anonymity of respondents. The data are available in a separate file to qualified users 
under special contractual arrangements with the PSID; for more information, contact us at 
PSIDhelp@umich.edu.

This variable was coded using the Classification of Instructional Programs 
(CIPCode2010.csv) frame downloaded on 7/10/2019 from the National Center for Education 
Statistics page: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=55.

This variable contains the full code for the detailed course description which is 
formatted XX.XXXX.

This variable is suppressed (filled with zeroes) in the public release file to protect the
anonymity of respondents. The data are available in a separate file to qualified users 
under special contractual arrangements with the PSID; for more information, contact us at 
PSIDhelp@umich.edu.
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TACMJ10    "G18X 1ST MAJOR--COLLEGE #2"                            CHR(7)

TACMJ11    "G18X 2ND MAJOR--COLLEGE #2"                            CHR(7)

G18x. What was your (major/area of study) (at this college)?--SECOND COLLEGE--FIRST MAJOR

G18x. What was your (major/area of study) (at this college)?--SECOND COLLEGE--SECOND MAJOR

01.0000 - 
60.0602

99.9999

00.0000

01.0000 - 
60.0602

99.9999

00.0000

Detailed CIP frame

DK; NA; refused

Inap.: no second college; never attended college or DK, 
NA, or RF whether attended college; did not receive a 
degree from this college; did not receive Bachelor's, 
Master's or Doctoral degree from this college; DK, NA, or
RF whether received a degree from this college

Detailed CIP frame

DK; NA; refused

Inap.: no second college; no second major; never attended
college or DK, NA, or RF whether attended college; did 
not receive a degree from this college; did not receive 
Bachelor's, Master's or Doctoral degree from this 
college; DK, NA, or RF whether received a degree from 
this college

This variable was coded using the Classification of Instructional Programs 
(CIPCode2010.csv) frame downloaded on 7/10/2019 from the National Center for Education 
Statistics page: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=55.

This variable contains the full code for the detailed course description which is 
formatted XX.XXXX.

This variable is suppressed (filled with zeroes) in the public release file to protect the
anonymity of respondents. The data are available in a separate file to qualified users 
under special contractual arrangements with the PSID; for more information, contact us at 
PSIDhelp@umich.edu.

This variable was coded using the Classification of Instructional Programs 
(CIPCode2010.csv) frame downloaded on 7/10/2019 from the National Center for Education 
Statistics page: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/cipcode/resources.aspx?y=55.

This variable contains the full code for the detailed course description which is 
formatted XX.XXXX.

This variable is suppressed (filled with zeroes) in the public release file to protect the
anonymity of respondents. The data are available in a separate file to qualified users 
under special contractual arrangements with the PSID; for more information, contact us at 
PSIDhelp@umich.edu.
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